Checklist for Ph.D. in Culture
Heritage and Applied Anthropology

Required for Students Entering the Ph.D. Program with a BA/BS Degree (60 credits total)

☐ Meet with Advisor to Develop a Graduate Contract
☐ Select Additional Faculty for Ph.D. Committee
☐ ANTY 500 Contemporary Anthropological Thought
☐ Anthropology Graduate Seminar (numbered 501-595)
☐ Anthropology Graduate Seminar (numbered 501-595)
☐ Anthropology Graduate Seminar (numbered 501-595)
☐ 6 to 10 credits in ANTY 597 Research (May be deferred until later)
☐ 15 credits in elective classes numbered 400-589, 595-596, or 600-694
☐ Submit Portfolio (Including Evidence of Substantive Research Effort) for Review by Ph.D. Committee
☐ Apply to Graduate School for M.A. Degree (as in-house paper/project/portfolio choice) if 36 credits and all items above are completed
☐ ANTY 600 Issues in Cultural Heritage
☐ ANTY 601 Proposal Preparation and Contract Management
☐ ANTY 602 Cultural Heritage Policy and Practice
☐ Develop a Detailed Dissertation Proposal
☐ Form Dissertation Committee and report its composition to Department Administrative Assistant
☐ Comprehensive Evaluation
☐ Anthropology Graduate Seminar (numbered 501-595, 603-694)
☐ 3 credits in elective classes numbered 400-589, 595-596, or 600-694
☐ Apply to Graduate School for Ph.D. Degree if all items above are completed, by Grad School deadline the semester before you plan to finish
☐ 9 to 10 credits in ANTH 699 Dissertation (and up to 10 credits in ANTH 597 if deferred previously)
☐ Complete Dissertation
☐ Dissertation Defense and Final Review of Portfolio